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Theodore Crosby: Creating a Unique, Powerful Persona by
Intertwining His Commanding Talents in Film and Television
Performing, Voice-Over, and Visual Art with His Music
(November, 2017 – Los Angeles, CA) Theodore Crosby is a genuine multi-talented artist. An actor and
voice-over talent with multiple television and film credits, musician, and a gifted visual artist as well!
“I thoroughly enjoy constantly keeping all different creative avenues open,” says Theodore, “whether
that be in Acting, Music, Art, or Filmmaking, I have a place in all of those forms of creative expression,
and my work in each individual area seems to improve the overall quality of all of my work. Music
provides me with the opportunity to both create songs, then apply my artistic and filmmaking skills to
videos.”
Theodore has worked in Los Angeles, but is currently working in London. His goal is to work in both
cities.

View Theodore's Film Reel and Hear His Voice-Over Reel Here

View his Film, Music and Art Creations Here

Theodore has trained for both film and theatre performing, in classic and contemporary styles. He adds:
“I was in a theatre production recently in Los Angeles for the Fringe Festival, a performance called
Chaturbate: The Musical. I very much enjoyed working with the director who always enjoys testing
boundaries.”
He is inspired by some well accomplished British actors like John Cleese of Fawlty Towers, Monty
Python, and A Fish Called Wanda, which is one of Theodore's favorites, along with Children of Men. He
is also appreciates the work of Michael Caine, Ian McKellen and Idris Elba.
Theodore Crosby is receiving increasing recognition in several related creative fields. His acting
performances command his audiences' attention, his voice-over work is impressive, his music and
music videos are reaching an expanding following, and his visual art is yet another example of his
creative expression.
We will be hearing much, much more about Theodore Crosby's breakthrough creative
accomplishments.
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Theodore Crosby is available for interview by appointment, pending availability.

Contact: Steve Thompson / Thompson Communications
856-425-0743 (Google Voice line, for quick voicemail and text.)
steve@thomcomm.net
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